HUNTING TRIP REPORT#7222
Outfitter (or safari company): Gonzalo Llambi, Cerro Indio. Goni 1101 Barrio Golf. Tandil, 7000, Argentina. Tel. 01154-2293-406101. E-mail: safaris@cerroindio.com,
Web: www.cerroindio.com
Personal Guide (if any): Gonzolo Llambi
Booking Agent (if any): N/A
Major Game Animals Taken (species/availability/trophy size):
Antelope, Blackbuck - Availability: Abundant
Buffalo, Water - Availability: Average
Deer, Axis - Availability: Abundant
Goat, Feral - Availability: Average
Hog, Wild - Availability: Average
Game Sought But Not Taken (species/reason for lack of success):
General Comments On Game Condition: Game was in very good condition.
Quality of Outfit: Excellent
Trip Arrangements (if on your own):
License Information:
Condition of Equipment: Excellent
Condition of Camp: Excellent
Quality of Food: Excellent
Guide/PH Ability: Excellent
Trophy Care: Excellent
Airline Service: Good Airline: Lufthansa
Airline Comments: Rifle and ammunition transport went without a hitch. It's important to notify them before travel and
checking in.

SERVICE RATINGS / DESCRIPTION OF HUNT / COSTS
Hunting Fees: $0.00
Trophy Fees: $0.00
Permits/Licenses: $0.00
Commercial Airfares: $0.00
Charter Airfares: $0.00
Other Costs: $0.00
Total: $0.00

(availability of game may be rated as abundant, average or scarce)
(services may be rated as excellent, good, fair or poor)
Place of Hunt: Argentina - State/Province: Buenos Aires - Area/Concession: Tandil and Estancia Acelain

Report ID: 7222

Gonzolo Llambi guided me personally. He spoke fluent English which made is very easy to communicate. (As I only
know a few Spanish words) He was an excellent guide and knew his game animals and their habits very well. He was
very careful to keep the pace at my level of physical capability (I'm in my late 60's). I liked the fact that he used a range
finder while we were stalking so it made it much easier to judge where to aim on longer shots. He has a very outgoing
and pleasant manner. It was a real pleasure to hunt with him. My wife and I felt like we went there as strangers and left
as friends.Gonzolo Llambi is the outfitter. I can only praise him and the excellent service he and his organization
provided. It is important to note that both he and his two professional hunters that I met speak very good English. The
logistical support from pick up at the airport to hotel on first night of arrival and transport back to hotel on day before
departure and return to the airport the next evening was expertly organized and executed. His drivers/staff were very
pleasant and efficient. The staff at Estancia Acelain were very pleasant, helpful and efficient.
The cleanliness and order were commendable. The daily laundry was normally back on the same day, very well done.
This is probably the best camp I have lived in during my many years of hunting. His recommendations on what to do in
Buenos Aries and sightseeing were very helpful. His help and guidance prior to the hunt made it very easy to get my
Rifles and ammunition imported/exported into/out-of Argentina with a minimum of delay.

OVERALL ASSESSMENT
Problems of Hunt:
Highlights of Hunt: This was my wife's and my first time to visit South America. It was fantastic! (I have hunted

extensively in Africa, North America and Europe). My wife accompanied me as an observer and she loved it.
The hunting on horseback was a treat for this ole Montana raised boy. The saddles are a bit different from
our western saddle, but maybe we can learn something there. They were very comfortable. The horses were
outstanding and a pleasure to ride. They were well trained, and handled the saddle scabbard without fuss.
We saw a lot of beautiful country on horseback that we wouldn_t have seen from a vehicle and certainly
wouldn_t have been able to cover as much ground if on foot.
Would You Recommend This Hunt to a Friend? Yes
Equipment Recommendations: I used a Blaser R93 Rifle with .416 Rem Mag and .300 Win Mag barrels. I took

20 rounds for each loaded with Barnes X bullets. Ranges where trophies taken was from 50-300 meters.
Optics: Leupold scopes for both rifle barrels. My binos are Zeiss 10x40_s. Rangefinder was a
Leupold. I also used an adjustable shooting stick.
Why: ABSOLUTEY YES !!! This was one of the best organized and executed hunting operations that I have

experienced.

HUNTER INFORMATION
Name: Robert M. Peterson Contact Information: Tel. 011-49-6761-4566 - CMR 467 Box R5823, APO, AE 09096 – Email: bob.peterson@t-online.de
Hunting Experience: Life Mbr. SCI, NRA and B&C assoc., German Hunting Federation, British "BASC". Official
measurer for SCI and Rowand Ward record books. Extensive hunting in Africa, Europe and North America.
Physical Condition: Fair
If unhappy with this hunt, have you notified your outfitter? N/A Your personal guide? N/A Your booking agent? N/A
Are you seeking any kind of restitution or other settlement from your agent/outfitter/guide? N/A
If Seeking Restitution, What is Sought?

A NOTE TO NON-SUBSCRIBERS
The Hunting Report is a subscription newsletter for hunters who travel domestically and internationally. It has no ties to
any outfitters, professional hunters or
booking agents. To subscribe for one year, mail $60 (US dollars) to The Hunting Report, 9200 S. Dadeland Blvd., Suite
523, Miami, FL 33156. In
Mexico/Canada add $11. Overseas, $29. Send credit card number or US bank draft. Canadian subscribers may send US
funds drawn on Canadian accounts.

ADDITIONAL HUNTER COMMENTS AND/OR OUTFITTER/BOOKING AGENT REBUTTAL
WHEN/WHERE
Date of Hunt - From: May 21, 2008 To: May 29, 2008 Weapon Used: Rifle

OUTFITTER/GUIDE
A Confidential Information Service By
Subscribers To The Hunting Report
(This Hunting Trip Report was written by a subscriber to The Hunting Report and is made available to you on a confidential basis to help
you plan your
upcoming trips here and abroad. The contents of this report have not been censored by The Hunting Report. The Hunting Report's file
of Hunting Trip Reports
is one of its most important assets. Use it to find out how others fared on destinations you are interested in. And file a Hunting Trip
Report yourself.)
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